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SECT. 11.-OTHER SELECTED  PAPERS. 

(Paper No. 1706.) 

" The Practical Strength of Beams.:' 
By BENJAMIB BAKER, M. Inst. C.E. 

THE theory of transverse  stress  has engaged the  attention of mathe- 
maticians for many years, and  certain hypotheses have been, and 
still are,  generally accept.ed, although  every  practical engineer 
knows. that,  in  the  majority of cases, the calculated results based 
upon these hypotheses are widely a t  variance with those  obtained 
by  experiment.  Engineers, however, cannot afford to  wait  until 
a rational  theory of transverse  stress  is agreed  upon, and no doubt 
many  engineers besides the  Author have  framed certain rules for 
their own guidance,  which have  given  results  agreeing  with 
experiment, and otherwise  answered their purpose as well  as if 
an unassailable theory  had been arrived  at. A comparison of these 
practical  rules can hardly fail to be  useful, both  to  the scientific 
experimentalist who has leisure to make special tests  to  elucidate 
a theory,  and  to  the engineer whose first object is to make sure 
that  his  structure possesses the  required  strength.  The  Author, 
therefore, proposes to illustrate, as briefly as possible, the method 
of calculation which  he  has found, during  the  past fifteen years, to 
give  satisfactory results in  the  instance of many thousands of tons 
of beams of every variety of cross section. 

Of all classes of iron  and steel beams, rails hold the most 
important  position; for not  only do they  outnumber  all  other 
descriptions of beams by  hundreds of millions, but  at  least a 
thousand pieces of rails  are tested to destruction,  purposely and 
in actual work, for every  single specimen of rolled joist or riveted 
girder. Rails,  therefore, and  at  the present time steel  rails, are 
entitled to first consideration, and  the  general  applicability of the 
methods of calculation set  forth  will be  subsequently  tested by a 
comparison of the calculated and  experimental  results in  the 
instance of other forms of beams and girders. 

The experience  gained from the  tests of upwards of a hundred 
thousand  tons of steel  rails, has satisfied the  Author  that  there 
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could be no more fallacious way of comparing the  merits of two 
sections of rail,  as  regards  strength,  than  by  taking a specimen of 
ea.ch a t  random and  testing one against  the  other  as a beam. As 
ordinarily  manufactured  the  strength of steel  varies so widely 
that by such  a process it might be concluded that a 60-lbs. rail 
was  as  strong a s  an 84-lbs. rail, both  being  well  designed sections 
and of a good quality of steel. A large  number of specimens must 
be  tested to  obtain  average  results  equally  trustworthy  with those 
which can be obtained by  any unskilled person, in less than  an 
hour,  by  the  simple mechanical process of investigation  set  forth 
in  this Paper. 

Although  the  stress occurring upon a rail  in  actual work is a 
matter outside the  limits of theoretical investigation, it has been 
conclusively demonstrated in  practice  that a certain  transverse 
strength  is  desirable;  and it is expedient,  therefore,  for the  engi- 
neer  in  all cases to ascertain  whether a proposed rail possesses that 
desirable strength  or not. 

On paper, the problem presented by a cross-sleeper road appears 
to be identical  with  that of a  continuous girder bridge of seven or 
eight spans, and  the  late Mr. IXeppel and  many  others have so 
treated it? As a matter of fact  this method is entirely wrong, 
both on theoretical  and  practical grounds.  Theoretically so, be- 
cause the  rail rests upon elastic supports  in  the form of compressible 
wooden sleepers, and  practically so, because of the  uncertainty  as 
regards  packing of ballast  and  state of decay of the timber. The 
experiments of Baron von Weber, M. Inst. C.E., have shown that 
an average wooden sleeper compresses about one-fifth of an  inch 
under a pressure equivalent to  the  weight on a heavy  driving 
wheel ; and  as  an  ordinary  rail would deflect only  that  amount if 
the sleeper  were entirely removed, and  the rail supported by  the 
adjoining ones, it will be seen a t  once how utterly  misleading  must 
be any conclusions based upon the hypothesis of rigid supports. 

Probably  the most correct  hypothesis will be to look upon  a rail 
in  the same light  as  the  distributing  girder of a suspension bridge, 
since, within  certain  limits,  the  required  strength  will  not be 
affected by  the  distance  apart of the  points of support  or sus- 
pension. Take for illustration  the common case of a  flange rail, 
laid  direct on a bridge floor, formed simply of S-inch planks 
spanning  the 14 or 15 feet space between the main  girders. Here 
the deflection of the  rail between any pair of the most heavily 

Vide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. xix., p, 89. 
* "Die Stabilitat des  Gefiiges der  Eisenbahn-Gleise," 1869. 
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loaded wheels will be small compared to the deflection of the  plank- 
ing, 80 the  rail  acts  as a true  distributing  girder  with calculable 
strains. To  distribute  the  weight,  say, of a  &-ton six-wheeled 
tank  engine  having a 15-feet wheel base, wit,h  approximate uni- 
formity over the  planking,  the  rail  must obviously be strong 
enough,  as an imperfectly  continuous beam of 7 feet 6 inches span, 
to  carry a distributed load of at  least 1 ton per lineal foot. Allow- 
ing one-half of the maximum reduction obtainable by perfect 
continuity,  the maximum bending moment on the  rail  will be 
~ _ _ _ _ _  * 12” - - 70 inch-tons-a stress  which an 80-lbs. iron 

6 x 8  
rail could rery well sustain,  as it would be  about  one-fourth of the 
breaking stress. 

Having reference to  the  elasticity of the sleepers, imperfections 
in packing, and  other contingencies, it is probable that  the above 
case not  unfairly  represents  the condition of a rail  in  an  ordinary 
piece of permanent  way ; and it follows that, however close the 
sleepers be spaced, even  to  touching, the  rail  must  have  the  stated 
transverse  strength, or it will  not  distribute  the  weight over the 
ballast  without itself being  strained beyond the  limits found 
advisable in  wrought-iron  structures subject to repeated  bendings. 

Again, practical contingencies as  regards decayed sleepers, and 
bad ballasting,  clearly  indicate  that  the  strength of the  rail in a 
cross-sleeper road  should  be sufficient to  carry  the load without 
exceeding the  limit of elasticity, even  if one intermediate sleeper 
were wholly removed from under  the  rail. Allowing as before 
for  imperfect continuity, it will be obvious that  the  distance  apart 
of the sleepers must be something less than one-fourth of the wheel 
base of the before-mentioned 45-ton tank engine, or 3 feet 9 inches, 
or  the  stress would be double that occurring on the planked floor, 
and consequently  reach the  limit of elasticity. With  the sleepers 
3 feet apart,  the 80-lbs. iron  rail would not be permanently  bent  by 
the  heavy engine,  even  if an  intermediate sleeper failed, as  in 
practice is often the case, to yield any  support to the rail. 

On the Metropolitan railway  the average breaking  weight of the 
original  rail,  when  partly  worn, would not be more than 1 6  tons, 
if one of the  intermediate sleepers failed to  support  the  rail. As 
the  weight on the  driving wheel is 8 tons, plus  the amount due  to 
oscillations and  other contingencies in working, it follows that, 
under  the  latter conditions, the  strain would pass the  limit of 
elasticity,  and  that  after repeated bendinge, the  rail would break 
through  the holm in  the bottom flange. This  was found to  happen 
in  so large a number of instances as  to  indisputably  establish  the 
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fact that  the h i t  of elasticity  was  frequently passed, and  that 
the  repeated  bendings  under  the five-minute train service  broke 
the  rails  by tension a t  a point where, if  the  supports were only 
approximately  rigid, compressive strains alone would occur. 

There  are sound theoretical grounds,  therefore,  for the conclusion 
long since arrived at   in practice, that  an 80-lbs. iron  rail,  with 
sleepers 3 feet apart, is the  lightest  permanent  way  which it is 
expedient  to  adopt for heavy traffic, if it is intended  to avoid 
strains beyond the  elastic  limit,  and  the " bad top " so characteristic 
of not a few lightly-railed  but heavily-sleepered American lines. 

A steel  rail on the average may be considered as about 50 per 
cent. stronger  than  an  iron  rail of the same section, and it was  not 
unreasonably assumed at  first that  the  introduction of steel would 
lead to  the use of correspondingly lighter  rails ; but  this  has  not 
proved to be the case in practice,  probably for the following 
reasons : The effective strength of a rail is not its strength  when 
new, but  when  worn,  and  as a steel  rail is expected to become 
disabled only by fair  wearing  away of the head for 3 inch, or even 
more, and  not  by  crushing or lamination, it is necessary to com- 
pare  the  strength of the steel rail EO worn with  that of the less 
worn  iron  rail ; and if this be done it will be found that a con- 
siderable  call is ultimately made upon the increased strength of 
steel,  though  the  rails  when  new  be of the same weight.  The 
reintroduction of the " bull-headed " rail of 1835 is both scientific- 
ally  and  practically  right, because it provides a large area for 
wear in  the head, and recognises the  fact  that  the top and bottom 
tables of a rail  are each  subject to  alternating  tensile  and com- 
pressive strains or" equal  intensity,  and require  therefore in  the 
worn  rail  equal areas. A well proportioned bull-headed steel rail 
will lose a t  least 25 per cent. of its  weight,  and 25 per  cent. of its 
strength before the  top  table  is  unduly worn ; so, having reference 
to this fact,  and  to  the  great  variation in the  strength of the  steel 
in  rails, it would be clearly  inexpedient  to make the  large reduc- 
tion in  weight,  which superficial investigation  might  at  first 
indicate,  as a consequence of the  substitution of steel for iron. 

A consideration of the probable strains  occurring in a rail is of 
great  interest,  as affording  beyond all comparison the most im- 
portant  data for arriving  at  trustworthy conclusions in  matters 
relating  to  the endurance of iron  and steel under severe stresses. 
As already observed, no other class of beam includes  a tithe of the 
number of examples, nor is any  other description of beam subjected 
to  the millions of repeated  bendings, and  instantaneous reversal of 
strains,  that a rail undergoes in  ordinary working. 
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One consequence of the  substitution of steel for iron in  rails  has 
been a greatly increased difference in  the maximum and minimum 
strength of a  given piece of permanent way. It is  extremely 
difficult to  ensure even  a  moderate degree of uniformity  in  the 
strength of the  steel  rails,  manufactured from a given specification. 
I n  one lot of about 20,000 tons, rolled in  three different works, the 
Author found in each instance that  the tensile strength of rejected 
rails  ranged a t  times from about 32 to 54 tons per square  inch, 
though  the  average of the whole, judging from the tests, must 
have been within 5 per cent. of that aimed a t  by him, namely, 
40 tons. Here  there occurs a range of nearly 70 per cent., which is 
far  greater  than  anything  the  Author  has met with  in  the  instance 
of iron rails. It is worthy of note that  the recent exhaustive 
inquiry of the  Pennsylvanian Railroad Company into  the com- 
parative endurance of rails of different degrees of hardness, has  led 
to  the specification of steel having  as low a tensile  strength as 
29 tons  per square inch. Steel  rails of this description would be 
little more than 10 per cent. stronger  than good iron rails of the 
same section, and considerable further experience is required before 
this  great sacrifice of strength  can be  said to  be  justified. Where 
the pernicious plan of making holes in  the flanges of rails is still 
in  force, as it is on some Irish lines, the steel  undoubtedly can 
hardly be too soft;  and  in such cases the  Author aims a t  a mean 
tensile stress not exceeding 35 tons  per  square inch, in  lieu of the 
40 tons  which  he otherwise adopts. 

Although  the  tensile  strength  and  ultimate extension afford 
perfectly  satisfactory  evidence of the  quality of steel in  the form 
of rails,  the necessary tests  are inconvenient and costly in appli- 
cation. The  rough-and-ready  falling  weight  test is simple and 
effective, but it is not possible to deduce directly therefrom the 
strength  and  ductility of the steel. The  lever  test is next  in 
order of simplicity,  and  the  results  thus obtained,  when  properly 
interpreted, do disclose those  elements, as completely as  if  the 
cost and labour had been incurred of planing  out st.rips and  testing 
them  under  direct  tensile stress. Some simple and  trustworthy 
plan, of converting  results obtained under  transverse  stress  into 
the  equivalent  results  under  direct  tensile  stress, is thus a deside- 
ratum of no little  practical  importance;  and  the  Author now 
submits  the method which  he  has found satisfactory in  the  instance 
of many thousands of tons of rails of varied sections. 

The average results of a very  large  number of experiments  show 
that  as  regards deflection under  transverse stress,  a rail  as a beam 
behaves exactly in  accordance with  the  ordinarily accepted theory, 
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with  this  important distinction, that  the maximum deflection within 
the  elastic  limit is greater  than  theory would indicate, by  an  amount 
ranging from 5 to 50 per  cent.,  according to  the cross section of 
the rail. Experiments  by Mr. W. H. Barlow,' F.R.S., President 
Inst. C.E., on other descriptions of beams would have indicated  such 
a conclusion, and  that  the increase in  the elastic deflection, as in the 
elastic  and  ultimate  strength, must necessarily be  included within 
the  limits of 0 and 70 per  cent., because the increase is nil  in  the 
instance of a  steel-plate girder  with a thin web, and averages 70 per 
cent.  in a solid bar of rectangular cross section. I n  estimating 
the probable increase in  the case of a beam, such  as  a rail  having 
a cross section  between  these two extremes of girder  and bar, the 
first impulse naturally mould  be to assume that it would approach 
the  limit of 70 per cent. in  the same proportion as  the section of 
the  rail approached the solid rectangular  bar,  that is to  say, that 
the increase would be 70 per cent., multiplied  by  the sectional 
area of the  rail,  and divided by  the area of the enclosing rectangle. 
This simple  assumption the  Author has found to be sufficiently 
near  the  truth for all  practical purposes, as it leads to equally 
useful  results when  applied to a 5-inch  flange rail-the widest 
now rolled-and to a bull-headed rail  with a  %inch bottom flange. 
Any  great refinement in  calculations of this  sort is wholly  unne- 
cessary, for there is good reason to suppose that every  cubic inch 
of steel in a rail differs somewhat in  tensile  strength from its 
neighbour, whilst  internal tension and  other elements further 
complicate results. All  that can  be attained,  and  all  that is 
practically necessary, is a  knowledge of the  relative  strengths of 
different cross sections of rail,  and of the absolute strength of a 
given rail made of steel of a stated tensile strength,  within a 
sufficiently small  percentage of the  actual  results obtained, not 
in a few, but in a fairly  large  number of direct experiments. 

Accepting the above  hypothesis  as to increased strength under 
transverse stress, i t  is  only necessary to  know the moment of 
resistance of the cross section of the  rail as  a girder,  or  the effective 
depth  in inches multiplied by the effective  flange area in square 
inches, to be  enabled to convert results obtained under transverse 
stress into  their  equivalents  in direct  stress. 

The required moment of resistance, and  other information, are 
readily obtained  mechanically as fullows :- 

(1st.) Cut a template of the  rail  out of a  sheet of tin-plate or 
thin zinc, and also a strip 1 inch wide, and  about 10 inches long. 

. l  Phil. Tram Royal Society, 1855-57. 
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Place the  template  in one of a pair of letter scales, or cheap  labora- 
tory scales, and balance it by  cutting a  portion off the l-inch-wido 
strip.  The  length so cut off will obviously give the  area of the  rail 
in square inches, and  this  multiplied by ten  will  be  the  weight  in 
pounds per  yard if of iron ; if of steel, add from 2 to 3 per cent. 

(2nd.) Balance the  template flatwise on the  point of a needle to 
obtain  the  centre of gravity  and  neutral  axis of the  given cross 
section. 

(3rd.) Transfer  the  neutral  axis NO obtained to  the  drawing of 
the rail. In the bull-headed  section this  axis  will of course be 
nearer  the  top  than  the bottom of the  rail, in the flange  section 
generally  the  reverse;  in  either  instance  set up, or  set down, as 
the case may be, a  horizontal line a to b at  the same distance from 
the  neutral  axis  as  the  part c to d. By a  series of perpendicular 
lines,  transfer  the  width of rail flange, thickness of web, &C., to 
the  lines a to b and c to d, and  draw  lines  radiating  to  the  neutral 
axis, as  shown cm Figs. 1 and 3, the intersection of which, with 
the  horizontal  lines  indicating  the  thickness of head and flange, 
&C., will  at once give  the boundaries of the areas of uniform  stress, 
as shaded on Figs. 2 and 4. 

(4th.) Cut  templates of these figures out of tin-plate or zinc as 

FIG. 1. FIG. 2. FIG. 3. FIG. 4. 

before, place one in  each scale-pan of the balance, and  if correctly 
executed, the  weight of the portion  above the  neutral  axis  will 
exactly balance that below. Put  both  templates  into one pan, 
and balance them  by  cutting a portion off the  l-inch-wide  strip, 
when the  length so cut off divided by 2 will of course give the 
area of each template, or as it may be termed che effective flange 
area of the  rail. 

[THE INST. C.E. VOL. LXII.] S 
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(5th.) Balance  each template on the point of a needle to  obtain 
the  centre of gravity.  Transfer  these centres to  the  drawing,  and 
the distance  between them  will  give  the effective depth of the  rail, 
which  multiplied  by  the area will  give  the required moment of re- 
sistance. The  latter  may also be quickly obtained with a sufficient 
degree of accuracy by  cutting  the templates out of drawing-paper, 
and finding the  centres of gravity  as before by  balancing,  but 
calculating  the  areas  instead of weighing  the templates. 

The moment of resistance so determined, will be the minimum 
moment applying  to  the lower portion of a bull-headed rail,  and, 
generally, to  the  upper  portion of a flange  rail. The effective 
moment of resistance for the  other  half of the  rail  will obviously 
be  greater,  in  the  inverse  ratio of the distances of the  extreme 
fibres from  the  neutral axis, as exhibited  in  the application of 
the above  method of calculation to  the solution of the following 
problems respecting a bull-headed rail  and a flange rail :- 

( a )  A bull-headed rail, 5 .6  inches deep, by 2 e 5  inches wide, 
weighing 824 lbs. per  yard,  sustains  an  ultimate load of 35 tons 
applied at  the  centre of 60-inches bearings ; required the  equivalent 
direct  tensile  strength of the steel. 

(b.) A flanged rail,  4.75 inches deep, by  4-75 inches wide, 
weighing 729  lbs. per  yard, is made of steel  having a tensile 
resistance of 43 tons per square inch, and  an elastic limit of 54 per 
cent. ; required  the  weight applied at   the centre of 60-inches bear- 
ings,  which  the  rail  will  support  without permanent  set. 

Dealing first with  the bull-headed rail :- 
(l) On weighing  the zinc template of the  rail  the sectional area 

is found to be 8 -05 square inches. 
( 2 )  On balancing  the  template on the  point of a needle, the 

centre of gravity,  or  neutral axis,  proves to be 2 57 inches from 
the head, and 3-03  inches from the bottom  flange of the rail. 

(3) The distance 3-03  inches being  set  up above the  neutral 
axis, the figures of uniform stress  are  drawn,  and  templates  in 
zinc prepared as already described. 
(4) On weighing  the  two templates, theirjoint  area is found to 

be 4.8 square inches, and  the effective %ange area ” therefore is 
2 - 4  square inches. 

(5) Balancing  the  templates on the point of a needle, the  centre 
of gravity of the  upper  template proves to be 1 7 4 inch above the 
neutral axis, and of the lower template 2.31 inches below the 
same point. The “ effective dopth ” consequently is 4.05 inches, 
and  the moment of rosistancs X = 2 4 square inohes X 4.05 inches 
= 9 .7 .  
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The “ apparent ” tensile  strain f, on the  steel  under  the  given 
load of 35 tons at  the  centre of 60-inches bearings will therefore 
be :- 

f = ~ ~ = 51 tons  per square inch. 
35 X 60” 
4 X 9 . 7  

The  ratio of the  rail to the enclosing rectangle is - - 
8.05 sq. in. 
5 * 6” X 2 5” 

= 0.57, which, multiplied  by 70 per cent., gives 40 per cent.  as  the 
probable difference between the L‘ apparent ” tensile strength de- 
veloped under  transverse stress, and  the  direct tensile strength of 
the  steel of which  the  rail is made. Dividing  the calculated 
54 tons  “apparent ” strain  by 1 + 40 per cent., the  equivalent 

direct  tensile  strength = - = 38 6 tons per square inch. 54 
l * 4  

Referring  to Mr. Price Williams’s Paper on the ‘‘ Permanent 
Way of Railways,”  from  which, for convenience of reference to 
the  already published table of tests,  the above  example  was taken, 
it will be  found that  in  the four samples tested, the mean ultimate 
load a t  60-inches bearings  was 35 tons, and  the mean direct tensile 
strength of the steel strips,  cut  out of the bottom flange, 38 tons 
per  square inch. 

The method advanced gives, therefore,  satisfactory results as 
regards  the bull-headed rail,  and  its  applicability  to  the flange 
rail section will  now be  tested. 

Proceeding with  the 72h-lbs. flange rail  in  the same manner as 
with  the 825-lbs. bull-headed rail,  the following data  are as readily 
obtained :- 

(l) Sectional area of rail = 7 e 1 square inches base. 
(2) Centre of gravity = 2 . 5  inches from head, and  2.25 inches 

(3) Effective flange  area = 2 25 square inches. 
(4) Centre of gravity of upper  and lower  areas = 1 75 inch 

and 1.85 inch rehpectively, from neutral axis. The  “effective 
depth ” therefrom = 3 . 6  inches, and  the moment of resistance 

from flange. 

N = 8.1 in compression, and 8 -  1 X __ = 9 in  tension. 2 * 5” 
2 . 2 5  

( 5 )  Ratio of rail t o  enclosing rectangle = 
7 . 1  sq. in. 

4.75  X 4-75 
= *31; 

which  multiplied by 70 per cent., gives 22 per cent. as the pro- 

Vide Ninutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. xlvi., p. 158 et  s e ~ .  
S 2  
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bable  increased strength  in  this instance, instead of 40 per cent. as 
in   the  bull-headed section. 

The “ apparent ” tensile  strength  at  the elastic limit, under trans- 
verse stress,  with  the  given conditions of 43 tons ultimate  direct 
tensile strength,  and  an  elastic  range of 54 per  cent. will be 43  tons 
X 54 per  cent. X (1 + 22 per cent.) = 28.4 tons per square inch ; 
and  the corresponding weight applied at   the centre of 60-inches 
bearings required to produce an appreciable “ set ’’ will be, W = 

4 X 28.4  tons X 9 = 17.04 tons. 
60 inches 

The mean result obtained by  the  Author  in  six experiments, on 
rails  having  the  direct  tensile  strength of 43 tons  per square 
inch, was 1 7  * 2  tons ; and  equivalent  results were  obtained with 
numerous other specimens having  higher  and lower  tensile 
strengths. 

The simple  hypothesis, that  the increase in t,he transverse strength 
of a flanged or double-headed steel  rail, beyond what  the  ordinary 
theory would indicate, is equal  to 70 per  cent. multiplied  by  the 
ratio of the sectional  area of the  rail  to  the enclosing  rectangle, 
thus proves true  in  the  two preceding, as it has  in  hundreds of 
other, instances  tested by  the Author. In some recent  examples, 
the bottom table o f  the  rail is narrower  than  the top, the form of 
cross section approaching in fact  to  that of a T iron,  and it is 
necessary to  remark  that  the increase in  such instances will be 
found equal  to 70 per cent. multiplied  by  the  ratio of the rectangle, 
formed bgr the  width of the bottom table  and  the  height of the  rail, 
to the sectional  area of the portion of rail enclosed in  this rectangle. 
For a pure T section this of course would be equal  to 70 per cent. 
multiplied by one, or, in  other words, the increase would be the 
same  as in  a rectangular bar. 

The following extreme case is selected  for illustration of the 
practical sufficiency of the above empirical  rule. 

(C.) A built  “channel” beam having a 64 inches X inch web 
plate, and two angles 2% inches X 23 inches X &, made of steel 
having a specified tensile strength of from 27 tons to 31  tons  per 
square  inch, is tested,  web plate uppermost, a t  3-feet bearings; 
required the weight  applied at  the  centre which this beam would 
support  without permanent  set. 

The elastic strength of the  steel would probably range from 
about 15 tons per  square  inch  to 10 per cent. above that 
amount. Cutting  out a template of the beam in drawing paper, 
and suspending it,  to find the  centre of gravity,  and otherwise 
proceeding as in  the  instance of the  rails,  the ‘‘ effective depth ” is 
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found to be 2 1 inches, the ‘‘ effect,ive flange area ” 0 . 7 6  inch, and 
the moment of resistance = 2 1 X 0.76 = l 60. 

A distinct permanent set  in  this instance,  according to  the  theory 
advanced, would not be produced until  the  apparent tensile strain 
in  the vertical webs of the angle-irons was equal to, from 15 tons 
X (1 + 70 per cent.) = 25 * 5 tons  per  square inch, to 10 per cent. 
above that, or 28 tons  per  square inch,  which is not  far from the 
ultimate  direct  tensile  strength of the steel. 

The  equivalent load in  cwts., (W) applied at  the  centre of 
36-inches bearings, will be :- 

With  an  apparent  strain of 28 tons  per square inch  the value of 

The  weight  indicated  by calculation as  that which the described 
beam would support,  without appreciable  set, may  thus  fairly be 
stated as from 90 to 100 cwts. 

Referring  to  the  “rigidity  tests ” in Mr. Martell’s Paper on 
“ Steel for Ship-building,” 1 from which  the above example was 
taken,  the following will  be found to  be  the  results of direct 
experiment :- 

would be  99.6 cwts. 

Between 0 and 90 cwts. permanent set = .00009 inch  per  cwt. 
3, 90 ,, 100 ,, = .00500 ,, 

I n  this  extreme case, therefore, calculation and experiment are 
in  accord, as  in both  instances the  required  weight is found to  be 
from 90 to 100 cwts. 
In another  experiment  the  angles were brought together back 

t,o back and riveted to  the  plate,  thus  making a built-up T beam, 
which was tested table downwards a t  36-inches hearings, with  the 
result as before of showing a practical accordance between the 
theoretical  and actual elastic  strength. 

The former beam may be looked upon as  an exaggerated example 
of a rail  with no bottom flange, and  the  latter, as that  of a rail 
with wide  bottom  flange and no head; hence it is no matter  for 
surprise  that  the method of calculation  advanced gives satisfactory 
results  in  the  instance of rails of every variety of cross section met 
with  in practice. An extension of the method to  rolled  joists, deck 
beams and  built  girders of every description is equally admissible, 
if it be clearly borne in mind that  at  stresses  above the elastic limit 

Trens.  Inst. Naval Architects, vol. xix., p. 20. 
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a beam may, and often does, fail from local weakness before the 
resistance of the  metal  has been fairly developed. 

From  many  hundreds of experiments on beams of every variety 
of cross section, the  Author  has been led  to the conclusion that  the 
elastic  strength of a beam represents some 50 to 55 per  cent. of 
the  ultimate  strength  which  will be developed, if the beam is free 
from local weakness. In   the instance of rolled joists  and  built 
girders,  the local weaknesses determining  failure  are  generally 
narrowness of flange and  thinness of web. A t.op flange  may  be 
made very  narrow, if the bottom flange is  wide  and  the  web  thick, 
as  already  instanced in the case of the  inverted  T-beam,  and as 
will be further  illustrated  by  the following  example of an iron- 
flanged rail :- 

(d.) A flanged rail 4 - 5 6  inches  deep by 5 inches  wide at  the 
foot, and 2g inches wide at  the head, weighing 73 lbs. per  yard, 
is made of iron  having  an  ultimate tensile strength of 25 tons  per 
square  inch ; required  the  ultimate  strength  at 48-inches bearings, 
assuming  that  the  failure does not occur by  the  apparent local 
weakness of the  relatively  narrow  top flange in compression. 

Here  the  area of the  rail = 7 3 square inches ; the  centre of 
gravity = 2 * 1 4  inches  from the bottom, and 2 e42 inches from the 
top ; the effective depth ” = 3 * 61 inches ; the ‘‘ effective area ” = 
2 28 square inches ; the moment of resistance in compression = 
8.23 ,  and  in tension = 9 3 ; and  the  ratio of the  area of the  rail 
to  the enclosing rectangle = 0.32. The  ultimate  direct tensile 
strength of 25 tons  per  square inch, would be increased to 25 tons 
X (1 + 0 . 3 2  X 70 per cent.) = 30.5  tons per square inch,  under 
transverse  stress ; and  the  ultimate load (W) would thus be :- 

9 . 3  X 30.5 X 4 
48 

\v =-~- = 23.6  tons. 

The preceding rail  was one of a  series tested for the  Author, 
and  was  returned  as  having  an ela8tic strength of l 1  e 6  tons, and 
an  ultimate  strength,  under a deflection of 3 . 3 8  inches in  the 
4-feet span, of 23 7 tons. 

The “ apparent” compressive strain upon the head of the  rail 
under  this load would be 34.5  tons  per  square  inch, hence the 
fair  ultimate  strength of about double the  elastic  strength was 
fully developed, notwithstanding  the narrowness of the  top flange 
of this beam. 

In  the above case, the  relatively  great  width of the bottom 
flange, and  the thickness of the web, compensated for the narrow- 
ness of the  top flange, or the  result would have been very different, 
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as  will  be seen from the following typical example of the be- 
haviour of a rolled joist  under  transverse  stress :- 

(e . )  A rolled joist  12 inches X g inch X 6 inches X p inch, 
weighing 56 lbs. per foot, is made of iron,  having  an  ultimate 
tensile  strength of 24 tons per square  inch;  required  the elastic 
transverse  strength a t  a span of 20 feet. 

Rere  the  area of joist = 16-8  square inches, the moment of resist- 
ance = 63.6,  and  the  ratio of the  area of the  joist  to  the enclosing 
rectangle = 0.23.  In   the  fibrous iron of which joists  are made,, 
the maximum  increase is  generally 60 instead of 70 per cent.; 
hence, taking  the elastic tensile  strength a t  50 per  cent. of the 
ultimate,  or  12  tons  per  square inch, the " apparent " elastic tensile 
strength  under  transverse  stress  will be, 12 tons X (1 + 0 . 2 3  X 60 
per cent.) = 1 3 . 7  tons per square  inch,  and  the  required load a t  
the  centre of 20-feet span will be :- 

W =  63.6 X 13.7  X 4 
20 X 12 

= 1 4 - 5  tons. 

By  direct  experiment  the load proved to  be 1 4 . 7  tons at  the 
elastic limit ; but  in  this instance,  owing to narrowness of flange, 
t,he full  resisting power of the  metal  was  never even approached, 
or  the  ultimate load supported would have been about double 
the above, or 29 tons, instead of the 19.2  tons  actually obtained. 
I n  fact,  owing to  lateral weakness, the  joint behaved as  joists 
usually do, and failed by  lateral flexure under a calculated unit 
strain  only  one-third  greater  than  the  strain  at  the  elastic  limit, 
instead of at,  or about,  double the  latter,  as  in  the  instance of the 
iron  rail,  and  other examples, where  the  full power of the  metal 
was developed. 

A beam may also fail  through  lateral flexure of the web, as 
instanced  in  the  following examples of some riveted  girders of 
the same span  as  the above, which  the  Author  had manufactured 
to elucidate this  and  other  disputed  points :- 
(f.) A riveted  girder  with a 24 inches X 8 inch web, and  with 

five 8 inches X 4 inch plates, and  two 3 inches X 3 inches X 9 inch 
angle-irons in  each flange, is made of iron  having  an  ultimate 
tensile  strength of 21 tons per square  inch,  and  an  elastic  strength 
of 50 per  cent. ; required the  weight which would be  supported 
a t  the  centre of 20-feet bearings  without appreciable  permanent 
set. 

Here  the moment of resistance in  compression = 610, and  in 
tension  through  the  rivet holes = 432. Taking  the mean of these 
= 521 as  the effective moment in  determining  the  point  at which 
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an appreciable set would occur-having reference to  the fact of 
the  plates being  riveted, and not welded together, and for the 
latter reason also taking  the increased strength  under  transverse 
stress  as proportional to  the minimum cross-section of the  girder 
(where there is only one 8 inches X 4 inch  plate  in  the flange) and 
the enclosing rectangle ; then  the 10.5 tons  per square inch  elastic 

strength  will become 10 .5  tons X 

= 11 3 tons, and  the required load will  be 
(l+ 

25 * 5 sq. in. X 60 per  cent. 
25" X 8" 

:which wae the  result obt,ained by  the Author by 
ment. 

direct experi- 

It is not contended, of course, that  the correction for the  in- 
creased strength  under  transverse stress is of any practical  moment 
in  the  instance of ordinary  riveted  girders;  but it is introduced 
here  rather  with a view of showing that  the correction does 
not conflict with experimental results even in  the  extreme case 
cited. 

(g . )  A riveted  girder  identical  with  the preceding, with  the 
exception that  the bottom flange was made of eight 5& inches X & 
inch plates, and  two 29 inches X 2$ inches X & inch angle-irons,  was 
similarly  tested a t  20-feet bearings,  and failed by  distortion  under 
a load of 102 tons;  required  the  tensile  and compressive strains 
under  that load. 

Here  the moment of resistance in  compression was 630, and  in 
tension 450 ; hence the required unit  strains  will b e -  

lo2 tons ' 2o ' l2 = 9 . 7  tons  per  square  inch compression; 
630 X 4 

102 tons X 20 X 12 
450 X 4 

__ _ ~ _ _ _  = 1 3 * 6  ,, 97 tension. 

The previous experiment (f) proved that  the effective elastic 
strength of the flange in  compression was a t  least  as much as 9 7 
tons per  square  inch, SO this is a case in which failure occurred at, 
or below, the elastic limit,  as  far  as  the  top flange was concerned. 
That  the  failure was not  due  primarily  to  the narrowness of the 
top flange is  apparent at once, from the  relatively high  resistance 
of the  joist  at  the same span, though  the flange was  narrower in 
the  ratio of 6 inches to 8 inches. 
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A tabulation of the  results obtained in experiments (d), (e ) ,  ( g ) ,  
with some others,  will render this still more apparent. 

Ratio of Span Ultimate “Apparent” 
to Width. Compressive Strain. 

d (iron rail) . . . 20 34.5 tons per square inch. 
e ( ,, joist) . . . 40  18 .2  9,  

g ( ,, girder) . . 30 9.7 ,, 
h ( ,, joist) . . . 48 17.9 > 

i( ,, ,, . . . 30 18’8 3, 

Experiment (h )  refers to some joists  10 inches X 5 inches tested 
by  the  Author  at 20-feet spans, and (i), to some joists 12 inches X 
6 inches  tested a t  15-feet spans. 

It is clear,  therefore, that  the  failure of girder g was  not  due to 
narrowness of flange, but  to  the  relative  lightness of the web. 
The  latter waB much  stiffer than usual, as it was 3 inch  thick, in 
one length  without  joint,  and stiffened every 5 feet with  two 
3 inches X 3 inches X 4 inch angle-irons and  two 5 inches X 5 inch 
packing-strips  under  the same. Nevertheless, it did  not suffice to 
maintain  the  rectangular connection of the several parts of the 
girder,  and  failure occurred by  lateral flexure of the  web  at one end 
of the  girder  nnder a ‘‘ shearing  strain ” of but 4$ tons per  square 
inch. 

This  experiment is sufficient to enforce upon the  attention 
of engineers the  fact  that  width of flange is not necessarily an 
efficient substitute for rigidity  in  the connections of the  main 
girders of a bridge. The  Author  in  continental  bridges  has fre- 
quently employed flange-bars only 10 inches  wide for lattice-girders 
of 66-feet span-a ratio of about 80 to 1 ; and  in  girders over 
ZOO-feet span  he  has been satisfied with a ratio of less than 110 
to 1 ; but  then  the whole structure  has been so rigidly connected 
together  by gussets and bracing, that  the  top flange has  had no 
more chance of evading its work than  the head of the  rail  had  in 
experiment (d). 

Two sources of local weakness, namely, deficient lateral stiffness 
of flange, and  want of rigidity  in  the  web  and  its connections, 
have now been illustrated;  but  there  are  others  existent  which 
would no less vitiate  the  results deduced from any  general  theory 
of transverse stress, and of t,hese the most important is the 
following. 

The  strength of a plate web, according to Professor Airy, 
M. Bresse, and  nearly  every  other  mathematician, is governed by 
the resistance of the web to  the diagonal compression due  to  the 
shearing stress. This  may be  practically true in some few in- 
stances, but it was  not so in  that  of the 24-inches X ?J inch web of 
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girder g, or  the  shearing  strain  sustained would have been double 
the 42 tons  per  square inch,  which  crippled the  web;  neither  was 
it even approximately  true in   the instance of some girders  with 
3 feet 6 inches X $ inch webs, which  the  Author tested with  the 
view of determining  the  real  nature of the stresses in a plate 
girder  as  ordinarily constructed.  These girders ( k )  were 31 feet 
8 inches effective span,  and  the 2 inch web  was in five lengths of 
6 feet 4 inches X 3 feet 6 inches  plate,  riveted  together  by  T-iron 
stiffeners 5 inches X 4 inches X p inch, having stiffener-plates 
& inch  thick,  and edge  L-irons 24 inches X 24 inches X T% inch. 
The  top flange  was 20 inches wide by $ inch,  with edge L-irons 
4 inches X 4 inches X 4 inch. The bottom flange was 20 inches X 
3 inch ; and  both  top  and bottom flanges were  secured to  the  web 
by 48 inches X 43 X 4 inch  L-irons.  The effective area of the 
flange in tension was 19 square inches, and  in conlpression 26 
square inches ; so that,  having reference to the  width of flange, in 
all  probability,  the  girder  tested  to destruction would have  failed 
by tension,  unless the  web first failed. The  Author determined 
to test  the elastic strength of the web of these girders. Prom 
previous  experiments on similar  girders  with webs of double the 
thickness, he  knew  that, so far  as  the flanges  were concerned, 
appreciable permanent  set would not be exhibited  until  the  tensile 
strain on the bottom flange exceeded 10 tons per square  inch ; and 
when,  therefore, under a  load of 70 tons,  a slight  set appeared, 
'which a t  75 tons had increased to more than &- inch, he 
knew that  the  set  was wholly due to the web, because the  unit 
strain on the flanges corresponding to  the load of 75 tons was but 
8 6 tons  per  square  inch in tension  and 6 * 25 tons  in compression. 

This load was applied opposite a stiffener, a t  a point distant 
12  feet 8 inches  and 19 feet from the respective  abutments, and 
the maximum " shearing force," therefore, would be 45 tons, or a t  
the  rate of 4.3 tons per  square  inch on the gross section of the 
web. The resistance of the  thin  web  to diagonal compression 
would be less than a third of this, so the  strength was obviously 
not governed by  the conditions laid down in  the  ordinary theory. 
The  permanent  set of inch could not be due  to excessive 
compressive strains on the web, because the  total deflection of the 
girder  was  far too small  to  permanently bend such an  elastic long 
column as that  constituted  by  the $-inch web. I t  could only  be 
due, therefore, to  the  stretching of the  web  under  the diagonal 
tensile  strains;  and  the  lines of greatest  severity of strain from 
the bottom of one vertical  stiffener  to  the tops of the  adjoining 
ones were plainly marked by  an  apparent buckling of the web 
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along those  lines, when  the  girder  was subjected to  the  stated 
load. From a  careful  consideration of the phenomena exhibited, 
the.  Author  was led to  the conclusion that  at a point in  the 
centre of the 6 feet 4 inches X 3 feet 6 inches web plate,  where, 
by  the  ordinary  theory,  the diagonal strains would be  about 
49 tons  per  square  inch both in tension and compression, the 
strains were as  a matter of fact  about 11 or 12 tons  in tension, 
and  half a  ton, or a ton  in compression. Rankine has shown how 
little  the  change of form in a plate  web conduces to  the  total 
deflection of a girder;  and, for similar reasons, a set of -& inch 
from web strains indicates very clearly the  severity of the  strains. 

The  Author verified his experiments on the preceding girder  by 
numerous others on five girders of equal size, but  with  varying 
proportions of flange and web, and obtained  practically identical 
results. He also made models of the girders to scale, with wooden 
flanges and stiffeners, and paper webs. Testing these little  girders 
to destruction, the  lines of stress were indicated  with conspicuous 
clearness; and  the phenomena exhibited  by  the full-sized girders 
were exhibited also, in  an  exaggerated degree, by  the models. 
Indeed,  the  latter experiments proved more suggestive than  all  the 
experiments on the  iron  girders,  and  all  the  mathematical  investi- 
gations on the subject ; and,  after  witnessing  them,  there  was no 
difficulty in forming  a clear idea of the  nature  and  intensity of the 
strains occurring in  a plate  web  as  ordinarily constructed. 

The local weakness in  the preceding girders,  which would have 
determined failure before the  full  strength of t.hs flanges had been 
developed, was  again  thinness of web. In the  three cases cited- 
the rolled joist, the 24 inches girder,  and  the 3 feet 6 inches girder- 
the  strengthening of the locally  weak  portions would be a subject 
rather  for practical experience than theoretical  investigation. 
Many such cases are met with in practice, the minimum strength 
which  must be provided in  the bracing of the  struts of lattice- 
girders  being one such. So far  as  plate webs of medium size are 
concerned, the  Author is of opinion that  the  general conditions 
laid down by Mr. Chanute  in  his specifications for the  Erie Rail- 
road  bridges, meet all  the  requirements  indicated  by experiment, 
and  he cites  these in preference to his own practice as being 
independently deduced. These are,  that  the " shearing  strain" 
shall  not exceed half that allowed in  tension on the bottom flange 
of a riveted  girder,  and  that when the  least  thickness of the  web 
is less than -& of the  depth of the  girder,  the web shall be 
stiffened at  intervals  not over twice  the  depth of the girder. 

If judgment be exercised in the design of girders so as to avoid 
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local weaknesses, then,  according  to  the Author’s experience, the 
method of investigation  which  has been found to  give  trustworthy 
results  in  the  instance of iron  and steel rails  will give equally 
trustworthy  results  in  the  instance of every other  description of 
iron  and  steel beam. 

The anomalies presented by beams of different cross sections, as 
regards  strength, do not  extend  to  their deflections except that, 
as  already  stated,  the elastic range  is increased. 

The  elastic deflection (F) of a beam of any  type,  but of uniform 
cross section, of the  depth ( d )  and  span (S), will  for a central load 
be given  by  the following equation :- 

sZfE  a = -  
6d ’ 

mhen f is the mean of the c‘ apparent ” maximum tensile  and 
comprepsive strains upon the metal in  tons per square inch, and E, 
the modulus of elasticity  expressed by  the extension or compres- 
sion, in terms of the  length, for each ton  per  square  inch  strain. 

For a uniform load, the  divisor  will become -, instead of 6 ; and 

for  a girder of uniform depth  and  uniform  strain  per  square  inch, 
however loaded, the  divisor  will be 4. 

The  value of E varies considerably, even in  the same length of 
rail or plate ; but,  as  the  result of many experiments, the  Author 
adopts  the following average  values :- 

24 
5 

For  iron beams, E = *000085 to  .00010. 
For steel beams, E = -000075 to .00009. 

At  working  strains  the  value approximates more nearly  to  the 
smaller,  and a t  strains  near  the  elastic  limit to the  larger figures. 

In   the  case of built  girders,  the calculated and  experimental 
results compare best  when the  depth cl is taken between the 
flanges, and  not from  outside to outside ; and  where  the web is 
thin  the  value of E may be taken a t  ~00012.  Although  the  Author 
has on several occasions tested built  girders beyond the  elastic 
limit,  without  detecting  the  slightest movement of rivets  and 
plates, it is only  reasonable to conclude that  the  riveted  structure 
must be a trifle less rigid  than a solid beam. 

The  variation  in  the value of the modulus is a matter which has 
not  yet received sufficient consideration  from  engineers. I n  built 
girders  the  practical effect of this  variation no doubt is, that whilRt 
a uniform strain, say of 5 tons per square  inch, is assumed to  be 
acting on the flange, the  real  strain on the  several  plates  may 
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range almost  from 4 tons  to 6 tons  per  square inch. Mr. Bender, 
and  other American engineers, have found the moduli of eye bars 
to  vary considerably with  the cross-section ;l and  other experi- 
ments also indicate  the  advisability of building np  the flanges of 
girders  with plates of uniform size, as well as qualit,y. 

Although, on the average, a steel rail  or beam will be found 
stiffer than  an  iron one of the same cross-section, this  will  not  be 
true of every  individual specimen. Thus,  in some recent  experi- 
ments, conducted for the  Author  by Professor Hennedy, M. Inst. C.E., 
the moduli determined  with  great exactness  for  one piece of steel, 
and  two pieces of iron  rail of the  same cross-section proved a t  low 
strains to be  respectively -000086, -000078, and -000089. 

Frequent reference has been made to  the  terms “ elastic l imit  ” 
and  “permanent  set ;” and it is necessary to  explain  what is 
understood by those expressions in  the present  Paper. 

I f  deflections or extensions be noted in a microscopic manner, 
permanent  set  will be apparent  under comparatively low strains ; 
but if the  sets  are plotted as  ordinates  to a  curve, it will be found 
that,  at a certain point more or less defined, the  curve sharpens in 
radius,  and  in some cases diverges  almost at  right angles. The 
occurrence of this  curve of course marks the  attainment of the 
elastic limit ; but different  observers would only  by chance agree 
as  to  the exact point of commencement, and hence the differences 
which often  arise as  to  the  elastic  limit. In the case of hardened 
steel  the  curvature is very gentle; in that  of soft iron, a sudden 
flow of metal often makes the bend almost rectangular. In  cases 
where  there is doubt  as  to  the  fair position of the  limit,  the  Author 
draws  tangents  to  the deflection curve a t  points corresponding 
respectively  to, say 40 per cent. and 60 per cent. of the  estimated 
ultimate load, and takes  the intersection of those tangents  as 
marking  the position. Except in  the case of hardened  steel, the 
elastic resistance considered in  this broad practical sense will be 
generally found, both  in  iron  and steel, to be equal  to from 50 to 
55 per  cent. of the  ultimate tensile  resistance of the material. 

In conclusion, the  Author would remark  that  the  experiments 
detailed in this  Paper  are  but unselected samples of many hundreds, 
in  which  the same accord between  calculated and  experimental 
results is exhibited. 

A word of caution is necessary to  students; ib-stly, that differ- 
ences of 4 or 5 per cent. between  calculated and experimental 

1 Tram. American Society of Civil Engineers, vol. v. (1876), p. 147. “Con- 
tinuous Girders,” by C. Bender. 
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results  are suggestive of nothing, because different pieces of rail 
rolled from the same bloom or  ingot  exhibit  that  variation ; and 
secondly, that  in  investigations of this  sort it is absolutely essen- 
tial to  reject all  tests made by unskilled persons. A single example 
will suffice : an iron  rail  which  the  Author calculated would 
exhibit  an  elastic  strength a t  5-feet bearings of 9.5 tons, and a 
practical  ultimate  strength of about 19 tons,  was returned,  firstly 
by  the manufacturers, and  afterwards  by  the Author’s  inspector, 
as  exhibiting  the  strength  and deflect,ion set  forth  in  the  first  line 
of the following  Table,  whereas the  true  experimental  results were 
those  given in  the second line :- 

Deflection . Inches 

Weight in tons . .(I b 1% . I  2a 3 4; 4 - ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  
40 43 48 

16’8 19.0 17.6 

The  results of the first line were confirmed by  further  experi- 
ments  after  the  attention of the  manufacturers  and inspector had 
been called to  the  matter,  and  they adhered to  their  returns  in 
perfect good faith. 

By following the method of calculation  indicated in  this Paper, 
the Author, during  the  past fifteen  years, has found  no difficulty 
i n  specifying the  strength which  a rail should exhibit under the 
lever  test, when  made of steel or iron of the desired tensile 
strength ; and much time  and  labour  have been saved in dispensing 
with  the  planing  out  and  testing of pieces under direct pull. 

At  the same time it is a  practical convenience to  be enabled to 
specify with exactness the  tests for a new  and  untried section of 
rail. Thus, a few months ago (th0  fact is worthy of record for 
more reasons than one), a  contractor offered to  substitut.e steel 
for iron,  without  extra charge, in some  5,000 tons of flange rails 
he was  delivering;  and,  as  the  rails had holes in  the flanges, the 
Author especially desired to secure  steel of uniform and  relatively 
soft quality.  He specified, therefore, that  the  rails,  when loaded 
with a weight of 20 tons at  the  centre of 3 Seet 6 inches  span, 
should exhibit a permanent  set  not less than 2T inch, nor more 
than 3*F inch. The  test  was arrived at  as follows : the moment 
of resistance of the 70-lbs. rail was 8.75 ; the  ratio of increased 
tensile strength  under  transverse stress 1 a 2 2  ; and,  as  the desired 
maximum direct tensile st.rength of the  steel was 37 tons, with an 
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elastic  limit of 53 per  cent., the maximum elastic  transverse 
strength,  at 42-inches bearings, would be :- 

37 tons X l e 2 2  X 53 per cent. X 8 -75  X 4 
4 F i n c h i  = 19.9 tons. 

A set of a t  least  inch  under a load of 20 tons would, therefore, 
ensure the  steel  being  not more than 37 tons  per square  inch in  
tensile strength.  But it was also necessary to define a test for the 
lower limit of its strength, fixed a t  33 tons per square inch. 
Under  the load of 20 tons  the  strain upon  steel of this  strength 
would be the following percentage of the  ultimate  strength :- 

20 tons X 42 inches - 6o per cent. 
-~ - 

33 tons X 1 . 2 2  X 8.75 X 4 

Now the  Author  knew from  previous  experiments that,  within 
certain  limits, a rail  at 42-inches bearings takes a set of about 
& inch for each l per  cent.  strain beyond the  elastic  limit ; hence, 
as  the elastic limit  in  the above instance is assumed to be a t  53 per 
cent., the  set  at 60 per  cent. would be about & inch, or  say & inch. 
The specified sets of & inch  to $ inch would, therefore, correspond 
to steel having a direct tensile strength  not less than 33 tons, nor 
more than 37 tons. It only remains to add, that  the  rails  as 
manufactured complied with  these tests, and  that  the  direct  tensile 
strength of a strip planed from the bottom flange of one of the 
stiffest specimens was 36 .7  tons per square inch. 

As regards  the possibility of substituting for the practical ex- 
perience now indispensable in  a  designer,  a general  theory of 
transverse  strength,  universally applicable and wholly  satisfactory 
from a scientific point of view, the  Author is not a t  all sanguine. 
A careful  observation of the behaviour of structures of every 
class under  stress  has satisfied him that sooner or later,  in  every 
instance, a stage in  the investigation is arrived a t  where the 
general  theory becomes valueless, and even  dangerous,  except in 
the hands of the experienced engineer. At  the same time  the 
purport of this  Paper  will be entirely misconceived if it is under- 
stood to reflect in  any  way upon the importance of direct experi- 
ment  and  strict  mathematical investigation, of the  value of which 
no one can  be more alive  than  the Author. 
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